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Thank you for yor kind letter of the 19th. I am ene osing a copy of 
S 

co a 
part of CD 1553. I believe that the entire 2D was about 20 pages, and that 
this report is the summary. I am not too faniliar with the Odie matter, 
but the FBI report raises some obviosly important questions: who are seymour, 
Hall, et al., why were they ever in Dallas, who were they working for, and 
how did the FBI connect them with Cdio? 

“es, I do not have copies of CD 87 or 107, except as indicated. I 
passed on a few requests to Vinee, who is going to the Archives again soon. 
T am sure he will let you xnow if he comes up with anything. 

Unfortunately, I do not have as much time as I like to work on the 
assassination. I wouldn't like the Arny, especially now, so I am hanging 
on to my II-S tenaciously. Therefore I have to be a fulletine st: udent, 
and now that I am in the Alvarez physics group expected to worl 

ul for Ramparts. As you 
2 emcee omer ees know, they nae had a great deel of difficulty deciding what to do. At 

present they plan a full issue on the ass-ssi eka shots % wounds, 
conspiracies, etc.) around Nov. 22. If this had b n done a year ago, it 
would have been good; however now I am not too optinistic. if Lane's book 
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makes the sare kind of impact as Epstein's, most of the basic material will 
be well-known to the public before Ramparts comes out. However, they do plan 
a field trip to Dallas soon, and something good might come of this. 

My own ideas on the assassination are very uch in a state of flux. 
I really don't know who did it. Vince and T had a . lone discussion on whether 
critics should develop alternate hypotheses. I feel that we will never be 
able to come up with a theory even as good as the @mission's unless we get 
our hancs on all of the ae en in the Archives. Even if it did not go far 
enough (which we all Bree, I think), angquest nee largely destroyed the 
general faith in the Commission. The next step, I believe, is to point out 
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that crucial contradictory evidence is missing. (Jacob Cohen's article is 
very good in this resnect.}) I think a "boo rote of the List of CD's, 
pointing out some of the more infenest’ing titles of withheld CD's, (such 
as 222, 1545, 1551) could shock many people. Of courses, it is still worth 
while Jeck King a alt rnate hynotheses.For example, if we could find out = 

A a who the "Osu raid 
Dalles' chaticnee | tc ne eritics could be a bad trap. 

I might have a lead on the letter from L.H. to the Militant. I will 
let you know if I come up With anything, 
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& 237 is, then we could really nance names. But Allen 
t 

ed
 

© it)
 

ea | yours, 
Fes st ‘aan 

Paul Hoch 

(Would you like copies of amy of the other items T got? I have sent them all 
to Vince, so you could obtain them from either of us.)


